Portfolio Program
Portfolio Project
From idea to release

01 Idea
Bring your own idea or choose one from our pool.

02 Plan
Analyze and define requirements and tasks

03 Action
Develop your product with modern frameworks. Deploy your solution on the cloud.

04 Success
Show your product and your code to your next job interview.
Portfolio Project

Fulfill your potential by exploring many roles

- **Product Owner**
  Learn how to design product features

- **Software Analyst**
  Learn how to analyze business requirements

- **Frontend Developer**
  Learn how to develop user interfaces with modern frontend frameworks

- **Backend Developer**
  Learn how to implement a backend system accessing database and exposing rest api

- **QA engineer**
  Learn how to master best tools and methodologies to achieve and control software quality

- **DevOps**
  Learn how to build and deploy your product on the cloud
Portfolio Project
Full ownership of your product

DATA
You will be the owner of product’s data

CODE
You will be the owner of product’s code repository

PRODUCT
You will be the administrator of product in the cloud services
Portfolio Project
Our dedicated mentorship

**Project Evaluation**
Assessment of your skill matrix and definition of technology stack

**Road Map**
Definition of a road map and a curriculum of learning resources for your project

**Check Points**
Regular sessions with reviews and feedback for your accomplishments

**Project Finalization**
Your work will be introduced to our teams
Portfolio Project
Join our interns community

Some key benefits for you

- Your work will be reviewed by a dedicated mentor
- Company learning events
- Leisure and sport activities
- Privileged access to our internship programs
- Possibility for best candidates to join our teams

Please note that this internship program is not compensated
Portfolio Project

This will be our first step together..

..and we believe it will be the beginning of a very beautiful journey
Portfolio Project
Would you like to know more?

Please send an email to knits@kuehne-nagel.com

If you would like to apply please include your:

▸ motivation letter
▸ updated cv
▸ linkedin profile url